
Permissions and Fair Use 
regarding   

editions, transcriptions, arrangements, and compositions by Klaus Smedegaard Bjerre 
as downloaded from 

https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/YorkMasterBBb/files 
 
You are allowed to perform these musical editions, transcriptions, and arrangements by Klaus Smedegaard Bjerre free of 
charge, if they are in the public domain in the country of any given performance, and if the music has been distributed 
following the below rules of fair use. If the given music is not in the public domain in the country of any given 
performance, it is the duty of the performer to clear performance rights with the applicable national organisation 
representing the rights of composers and authors. You are always allowed to perform the compositions by Klaus 
Smedegaard Bjerre free of charge, if the music has been distributed following the below rules of fair use. 
 
It is fair use 
 
for musicians and for music directors to download these files and distribute printed copies to the active members of their 
performing ensembles. It is fair use to store these copies in the archives of the said ensembles. It is fair use to distribute 
printed copies to adjudicators, censors, or juries of any exam, audition, or competition into which the said ensembles may 
partake. (Adjudicators, censors, or juries of any exam, audition, or competition are not allowed to distribute their copies or 
secondary copies thereof.) 
 
for music teachers and for music schools to download these files and distribute printed copies to their active students, 
accompanists, and teachers within the given music school. It is fair use to store these copies in the archives of the said 
music teachers and music schools. It is fair use to distribute printed copies to adjudicators, censors, or juries of any exam, 
audition, or competition into which the students of the said music teachers and music schools may partake. (Adjudicators, 
censors, or juries of any exam, audition, or competition are not allowed to distribute their copies or secondary copies 
thereof.) 
 
It is NOT fair use to distribute printed copies in any fashion not described above here. All distribution of printed copies 
must be based on original downloads from https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/YorkMasterBBb/files done by the given 
distributor. 
 
It is NOT fair use for anybody, but for Klaus Smedegaard Bjerre, to distribute electronic copies in any data format. If 
distribution of printed copies is impossible or impractical, the intended receiver of the music is most welcome to 
download the relevant files from https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/YorkMasterBBb/files after applying for approval (if 
not already approved). 
 
Feedback is always most welcome, be it in the form of emails, scans of concert programmes, scans of posters, links for 
web-media, or links for sound or video files of performances. Feedback will improve and inspire future uploads to  
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/YorkMasterBBb/files 
 
Korsør - April 22nd - 2016 
Klaus Smedegaard Bjerre  yorkmasterbbb@yahoo.com 


